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PRINCIPALS UPDATE
Hello Charlotte Mason College
Families. I have had an interesting and
exciting day today. This morning I had
a meeting with the trainer from Gold
Training and the talent manager at
Mon Komo Hotel Redcliffe (part of the Oaks resort
group). Some of our students at CMC have decided to
do the Certificate 3 in Business, along with their other
educational certificates. The reason for the meeting
with Mon Komo was to see if they would like to partner
with the College in supporting our upper high school
students (15 ½ +) with work experience, traineeships
and internships. The Mon Komo resort is involved
heavily in the areas of Event Management, Hospitality,
Kitchen Operations and Marketing. This could be a
great partnership and I am praying, please pray with
me.
School Based Traineeships are beneficial for all involved.
Including paid work experience for the student and a
pathway to fulltime employment after completion. For
the workplace – govt funding, incentives and the
opportunity to train someone exactly how you would
like for your workplace makes it invaluable. If you are a
business owner and think you may be able to support
some of our students on this venture, please pray about
it and let me know. At the moment we are diligently
seeking a traineeship in business administration for 3
students.
Send
me
an
email
on
steph.mcgill@cmc.qld.edu.au

School Holidays are coming up fast. This school holidays
the students will be having 3 weeks off.
They begin on Saturday 30th June and go to Sunday 22nd
July. School comes back on Monday 23rd July 2018.
The Creation Research Field Day excursion is on
tomorrow and ‘boy’ do I wish I was going, but some of
us had to stay back and man the school. I can’t wait to
see the photos and hear all about it from the students.
Unity and love have been our topics for devotion over
the past few weeks. Staff morning devotion, Student
Devotion and our assembly. Many random acts of
kindness and friendships have blossomed. We have a
brilliant community of parents that have connected
together to roster parent supervisors to help with our
Thursday programs and for all of this friendship, love
and comm – unity I feel blessed and grateful.
A great devotion by Greg Laurie is about unity and how
it relates to roman soldiers. There is power in unity.
Roman soldiers knew that there is great power in unity.
When a barrage of attacking flaming arrows came their
way, they would hunker down and link their shields
overhead and, on all sides, effectively forming a box.
After the arrows hit, they would stand up and resume
marching.
Christians who go through temptation, hardship,
despair, or doubt sometimes will isolate themselves.
They think, “I don’t want to share this with anyone.”
Instead they should go to their Christian friends and say,
“will you pray for me? I’m under attack right now.”

Pirates of Penzance is looking amazing. This afternoon, I
snuck into the musical rehearsals and the joy of the
students singing and dancing put a big smile on my face.
What an incredible opportunity our students have to be
a part of this. They are all doing so well and working
hard. I am truly excited for the night and impressed.

As believers, we should be working together and
praying together. That is putting our shields together.
You are not alone in this spiritual battle. You have
Christian brothers and sisters who are marching with
you. We are all in this together. Pull together, lock
shields as you march forward as one.

I can’t wait to see all our ladies, pirates, police and staff
dressed and made up ready to perform.

Bless you all, Stephanie McGill

Thursday 21st June 2018
Musical Theatre rehearsals to prepare the
students for our production - Pirates of
Penzance, will be 2nd and 3rd session (112:30pm) The day will be focussed on
Musical Theatre and the production.
For siblings of students that are in the
musical, but the student isn't themselves
we have organised an outdoor game for
one of these sessions and quiet indoor
activity for the second session similar to
Activity Day last Thursday 7th June.

JUNE REHEARSALS
MONDAYS – 1:15-2:30pm
THURSDAYS – 11-2:30pm

If your student is not in the Musical and
still really wants to attend they are very
welcome. Please explain this situation to
them. It will not be as interactive as
previous weeks and the games will be
quiet and indoor. They need to be aware if
they get easily bored with this type of
activity as it is a long time for them if they
do.

ACTIVITY DAY IS BEING
REDESIGNED!
Watch this space as we share a new
development with you each week
leading up to term 3. It’s exciting!
1. New Name!

Activity Day will now be called
‘CMC Campus Program’

CHARLOTTE MASON HABIT
TRAINING
Sonya Schafer remembers….A couple of evenings ago,
my daughter and I enjoyed watching two ballet dancers,
a husband and wife, perform to one of my favourite
Beethoven pieces. Their movements were absolutely
beautiful! We knew they were stretching and stressing
their muscles to the fullest, and yet they made
everything look so graceful and even easy.
Afterward, during an interview, we learned that they
practice seven or eight hours per day. In a way it’s not
surprising. We all expect that repetition of physical
movements will make those actions easier to perform.
If we didn’t believe that fact, there would be no soccer
moms. But what we often miss is the fact that what is

true in the sports world is also true in the everyday habit
world.

Habits Come by Practice
As Charlotte Mason explained:
“We know this well enough as it applies to skating,
hockey, and the like. We say we want practice, or, are
out of practice, and must get some practice; but we do
not realise that, in all the affairs of our life, the same
thing holds good. What we have practice in doing we
can do with ease, while we bungle over that in which we
have little practice.
“This is the law of habit, which holds good as much in
doing kindnesses as in playing the piano. Both habits
come by practice” (Vol. 4, Book 1, p. 208).
So, the first key to forming a good habit is to repeat that
action as often as possible. God made our brains to
form neuron paths for each action. The more often we
repeat an action, the more permanent becomes that
neuron path until, eventually, it fires without our
conscious effort—it becomes a habit.
Just as performing certain actions on the volleyball
court can become second nature to a child, so can
opening the door for his mother and sisters or obeying
his parents the first time they speak. Practice makes
permanent. Repetition makes habitual.
See that your children have lots of opportunities to
repeat the habit your family is focusing on for a full six
to eight weeks and you will start to see the results of
good practice.
“And this is a delightful thing to remember, every time
we do a thing helps to form the habit of doing it; and to
do a thing a hundred times without missing a chance,
makes the rest easy” (Vol. 4, Book 1, pp. 208, 209).
by Sonya Shafer under Charlotte Mason
Method, Habits Simply Charlotte Mason.

Our OC High School students are working through
the 7 Habits of Highly Effective People.

Habit 1: Be Proactive is about taking responsibility for
your life. You can't keep blaming everything on your
parents or grandparents. Proactive people recognize
that they are "response-able." They don't blame
genetics, circumstances, conditions, or conditioning for
their behaviour. They know they choose their
behaviour. Reactive people, on the other hand, are
often affected by their physical environment. They find
external sources to blame for their behaviour. If the
weather is good, they feel good. If it isn't, it affects their
attitude and performance, and they blame the weather.
All of these external forces act as stimuli that we
respond to. Between the stimulus and the response is
your greatest power--you have the freedom to choose
your response. One of the most important things you
choose is what you say. Your language is a good
indicator of how you see yourself. A proactive person
uses proactive language--I can, I will, I prefer, etc. A
reactive person uses reactive language--I can't, I have
to, if only. Reactive people believe they are not
responsible for what they say and do--they have no
choice.
Proactive people focus their efforts on their Circle of
Influence. They work on the things they can do
something about: health, children, or problems at
work.
Reactive people focus their efforts in the Circle of
Concern--things over which they have little or no
control: the national debt, terrorism, or the weather.
Gaining an awareness of the areas in which we expend
our energies is a giant step in becoming proactive.
https://www.franklincovey.com/the-7-habits/habit1.html

ATTENTION ALL

Don’t forget to let us know that you want to
come to camp with us– register your interest
on reception@cmc.qld.edu.au
More information to come!
Expression of Interest due ASAP.

Mr Jack Bradford in the area of Musical Theatre. I
am currently playing the role of Mabel in our
schools upcoming performance of Pirates of
Penzance.

CMC has begun the process of
preparing your work sample /
assessment feedback for Semester
1 reports 2018.
Work Samples are due at the college by Friday
22nd June 2018. One sample for each subject
studied per term is the work sample requirement.
Send in the work samples that best depict your
hard work. For more information see our
instructional video at…
https://www.facebook.com/CharlotteMasonColleg
eAustralia/videos/1627533453950243/

I have been performing in one way or another since
childhood and getting to work with the students
here is lots of fun. It has enabled me to get to know
our students quickly, both on campus and DE.
A little bit about me. I’m 24 years old and I’m a
Brisbane girl. I have studies in Creative Industries,
Drama, Dance and Business Administration. In my
spare time I have been helping out with musicals as
a Stage Manager and/or Production Assistant. I
have also been performing in short films and
musicals.
In August I will be flying off to Mackay to be in an
Australian Feature Film and in September I will be
performing in the Australian debut of ‘Cloudland
the Musical.’ You are all invited if you want to come
along!
I’m sure I can let you know when it is coming up.
In the past I worked as the Youth Director at Life
Wesleyan Methodist Church Maryborough. I love
to work with teenagers and young adults in helping
them find their path and purpose. Also, as another
support person on their journey into adulthood.
Previously to that I was the office manager at Axis
Church and one of their youth leaders.
As you can see, my job at CMC has allowed me to
combine my skills in admin, my passion for theatre
and my love for Youth Work all in the one job. I love
getting to work with your children and I feel
blessed to have been given the opportunity to work
at
CMC.
Have
a
great
weekend.

Kyra-Jade

Hi there! My name is Kyra-Jade. I have been
working at CMC since January this year. My main
role is on the Administration Team. I work within
the ‘School Management Database Systems’ and I
do a lot of PA work for the Principal and the Board.
Next term I’ll be adding enrolments to my duties.
My second responsibility at CMC is as assistant to

•

•

COMPLAINTS Policy Statement
Charlotte Mason College (CMC) is committed to
ensuring that student, parent and employee
complaints are dealt with in a responsive, efficient, and
effective and fair way.

•

•

with the law and the school’s Child Protection
Policy.
Student bullying complaints should be dealt
with under the Positive
Behaviour
Management Policy.
Student discipline matters, including matters
involving suspension or expulsion, should be
dealt with under the Discipline Policy.
Employee complaints related to their
employment should be directed to their
supervisor.
Student or employee violence or criminal
matters should be directed to the Principal
who will involve the Police as appropriate.
Formal legal proceedings.

CMC views complaints as part of an important
feedback and accountability process.

•

CMC acknowledges the right of students, parents and
employees to complain when dissatisfied with an
action, inaction or decision of the school and the school
encourages constructive criticism and complaints.

Complaints Handling Principles

CMC recognises that time spent on handling
complaints can be an investment in better service to
students, parents and employees.
Complaints that may be resolved under this policy….
CMC encourage students, parents and employees to
lodge promptly any concerns regarding sexual
harassment,
child
protection,
discrimination,
workplace bullying and privacy breaches as well as
more general complaints that include areas such as:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

the school, its employees or students having
done something wrong
the school, its employees or students having
failed to do something they should have done
the school, its employees or students having
acted unfairly or impolitely
issues of student or employee behaviour that
are contrary to their relevant code of conduct
issues related to learning programs,
assessment and reporting of student learning
issues related to communication with students
or parents or between employees
issues related to school fees and payments
general administrative issues.

Student complaints may be brought by students or by
parents on behalf of their children, as appropriate in
the circumstances.

Issues Outside this Policy
The following matters are outside the scope of this
policy and should be managed as follows:
•

Child protection concerns or risks of harm to
children should be dealt with in accordance

CMC is committed to managing complaints according
to the following principles:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

complaints will be resolved with as little
formality and disruption as possible
complaints will be taken seriously
anonymous complaints will be treated on their
merits
complaints will be dealt with fairly and
objectively and in a timely manner
CMC will determine the appropriate person to
deal with the complaint in the first instance.
complaints should be resolved with as little
formality and disputation as possible
mediation, negotiation and informal resolution
are optional alternatives
procedural fairness will be ensured wherever
practicable, including the right of interested
parties to the complaint to be heard
confidentiality and privacy will be maintained
as much as possible
all parties to the complaints will be
appropriately supported
CMC will give reasonable progress updates
appropriate remedies will be offered and
implemented
provide a review pathway for parties to the
complaint if warranted
complainants, respondents and people
associated with them will not be victimised as
a result of lodging the complaints and they will
not suffer any other reprisals
the school will keep records of complaints
the school's insurer will be informed if a
complaint could be connected to an insured
risk

Responsibilities
School

•

The school has the following role and responsibilities:
•

•

•

•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

develop, implement, promote and act in
accordance with the school’s Complaints
Handling Policy and procedures
appropriately communicate the school’s
Complaints Handling Policy and procedures to
students, parents and employees
ensure that the Complaints Handling
procedures are readily accessible by staff,
students and parents
upon receipt of a complaint, manage the
complaint in accordance with the Complaints
Handling procedures
ensure that appropriate support is provided to
all parties to a complaint
take appropriate action to prevent
victimisation or action in reprisal against the
complainant, respondent or any person
associated with them
appropriately implement remedies
appropriately train relevant employees
keep records
conduct a review/audit of the Complaints
Register from time to time
monitor and report to the governing body on
complaints
report to the school's insurer when that is
relevant
refer to the school's governing body
immediately any claim for legal redress.

All Parties to a Dispute
The complainant and respondent both have the
following role and responsibilities:
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•

•

apply and comply with the school’s Complaints
Handling Policy and procedures
lodge the complaint as soon as possible after
the issue arises
expect that the complaint will be dealt with
fairly and objectively; in a timely manner; with
procedural fairness wherever practicable; that
confidentiality and privacy will be maintained
as much as possible
provide complete and factual information in a
timely manner
not provide deliberately false or misleading
information
not make frivolous or vexatious complaints
act in good faith, and in a calm and courteous
manner
act in a non-threatening manner
to be appropriately supported

•
•

acknowledge that a common goal is to achieve
an outcome acceptable to all parties
recognise that all parties have rights and
responsibilities which must be balanced
maintain and respect the privacy and
confidentiality of all parties
not victimise or act in reprisal against any party
to the dispute or any person associated with
them.

Employees Receiving Complaints
Employees receiving complaints have the following
role and responsibilities:
•
•

•

•

•
•
•

•

act in accordance with the school’s Complaints
Handling Policy and procedures
inform the party lodging the complaint of how
complaints can be lodged, when they should
be lodged and what information is required
provide the complainant with information
about any support or assistance available to
assist them in lodging their complaint
provide the complainant with a copy of the
school’s Complaints Handling Policy and
procedures
maintain confidentiality
keep appropriate records
to forward complaints to more senior
employees, including the Principal, as
appropriate
not victimise or act in reprisal against the
complainant, respondent or any person
associated with them.

Implementation
CMC is committed to raising awareness of the process
for resolving complaints at the school, including by the
development and implementation of this policy and
related procedures, and via the clear support and
promotion of the policy and procedures.
CMC is also committed to appropriately training
relevant employees (especially senior staff) on how to
resolve complaints in line with this policy and the
related procedures.
CMC will keep appropriate records of complaints, will
monitor complaints and their resolution and will report
on a high-level basis to the school Board on complaint
handling at the school.
CMC will act to encourage students, parents and
employees to contribute to a healthy school culture
where complaints are resolved with as little formality
and disruption as possible.

